say. You can see why I choose that direction, and I choose also a very large, very populous district, in case they should go looking for the bearded boss. At the same time, I shall be able to tell at once from the way they answer me whether
there has been any alarm already	**
" How can you tell ? "
" Of course I can. Let's suppose the worst: that they are on your track, that inquiries are being made, that the police have already called on your hotel people. I shall guess it at once from something they let drop, some reference they make, the mere looks of them. I shall not press the point, you may be sure. You will see me coming back in a hurry, and then we must consider what to do. It will have been a useful reconnoitring expedition.
" If, on the other hand, they merely say, rather bad-temperedly : ' Glad to hear he's got a good job. Hope he'll remember to pay us,* I shall reply : c As a matter of fact, he intends to call this evening to settle with you and get his trunk.* And go you will, a quarter of an hour later. We shall be finished with the whole business at once.9* " But they will question me."
" You can reply as vaguely as you like; for example : e It's Saint-Denis way,* or simply : € In the north of Paris/ You needn't say anything more. Or you might say this, which would be better still: e I'm not sure whether I shall be staying there. As soon as I'm settled somewhere* PU write to you.* **
** What are we going to do with the trunk ? ** " The simplest thing will be to take a taxi.** " But where am I to tell him to go ?   Here ? ** " Let me see.   The essential thing is to split up the distance.    In the first pkce, is there anything in your trunk that you don't want me to see ? *'
". . . No. . . . I've explained to you about the socks/* "Because, in that case-listen to me.    Tell your taxi-driver to take you to the Montparnasse station, which is quite close. Leave your trunk there.   You can give me the receipt.   To-morrow morning I'll go and get the trunk out.

